Final Report on the

Solway Coast is Clear Project

Beach Cleaning, Durness

FUNDED BY LEADER COOPERATION FUND

Background to Project
Development of Project / People involved in Project
The ambition of Solway Firth Partnership (SFP) is to have over 200 miles of cleaner coastline
in Dumfries and Galloway. We need to find innovative solutions to the problem of plastics on
our amazing shoreline with a targeted approach to remove and reuse plastics by contributing
to the circular economy.
In late 2018 a collaborative group, coordinated by SFP and including O N US beach cleaning
group, Dumfries and Galloway Council, local volunteers and a recycling company, RPC bpi
recycling, met to discuss conducting a trial to clean up one of the historic litter sinks
identified through SCRAPbook. Following the practical trial, it was apparent there is a need to
research and develop solutions for plastic waste once it is removed from the coast. The Solway
Coast is Clear Cooperation Project was developed to gather information and exchange
experiences through fact-finding research trips. Further individuals and organisations, along
with members of the original collaborative group, were then involved in setting up the
research trips.

Volunteers visiting Plastic@Bay, Durness

Aims and Objectives
The aim of the Solway Coast is Clear Project was to research and report on innovative
solutions to removing; recycling / repurposing litter from historic litter sinks (places where
marine debris has built up over a number of years) on the Dumfries and Galloway Coast. This
was to be achieved through research and fact-finding trips to other areas of Scotland, Ireland
and the Isle of Man.
The visits were made to the Plastic@Bay Project in Durness, the Clean Coasts Programme in
Dublin and the government on the Isle of Man. The Irish project and Isle of Man government
were chosen because of the Irish Sea connection to Dumfries and Galloway. Litter that is
deposited on D&G coasts has generally originated from within the Irish Sea and the countries
surrounding it so there were plans to discuss the common issue with our partners and learn
from each other. The Plastic@Bay Project is a community project researching ways to recycle
and upcycle fishing nets and ropes discarded on local beaches.

Isle of Man Coastline

Funding and final spend
The total cost of the Solway Coast is Clear Project was funded through the LEADER
Cooperation Fund. The final spend amounted to £5,000.

The Project Experience
The Solway Coast is Clear Project took place between 26 September 2019 and 31 March 2020.
The visits took place as follows:
• Durness, 14 to 16 November 2019
• Dublin, 23 to 25 January 2020
• Isle of Man, 3 to 6 March 2020

Project Delivery
The project was delivered in house by Solway Firth Partnership staff. This included financial
management, record keeping and liaison with local groups with an interest in taking part in
the project visits.
Research and planning were undertaken by SFP staff before each trip to ensure that meetings
were set up with the most appropriate people during the visits. This involved discussions with
a wide range of stakeholders. All the groups involved provided support and useful
information. Individuals were identified from these groups who were able to give their time to
attend the visits.
A report was produced after each trip. The reports provide in-depth details about each visit
and lessons learned during the visits. They can be found at:
• Appendix 1 – Report on Visit to Plastic@Bay, Durness
• Appendix 2 – Report on Visit to Clean Coasts Programme, Dublin
• Appendix 3 – Report on Visit to government, Isle of Man

Participants in the Project
Volunteer roles to take part in the project were widely advertised through local contacts. This
included beach cleaning groups; O N US and DG EcoWarriors; the Dumfries and Galloway
Council hosted Community Environment Action Group; Friends of the Earth local group; The
Stove Network, Dumfries Arts and Community organisation; Glasgow University, Dumfries
Campus, Environmental Sustainability Course; Napier University, Renewables and
sustainability courses; Dumfries Recycling Initiative; and Zero Waste Space. Participants were
chosen for their availability to attend on the dates set for meetings. It was anticipated that
alongside SFP staff members there would be space for two volunteers to attend one of the
visits. Due to judicious budgeting, it was made possible for five volunteers to participate:
•
•

•
•

Two members of O N US beach cleaning group - one went to Durness and one went to
Dublin
Two students - one undergraduate from Glasgow University, Dumfries Campus went
to Durness and one postgraduate from Napier University went to Dublin and the Isle
of Man
One volunteer member of Friends of the Earth local group

Visit to the Energy from Waste Plant, Isle of Man

Fit to Local Development Strategy
The Solway Coast is Clear Project has delivered on the Local Development Strategy (LDS)
Land, Coast and Marine Environment theme. Within the LDS, the Dumfries and Galloway
Single Outcome Agreement (SOA) 2013-2016 sets out action against six priorities. This
highlights the Priority Action, ‘We will protect and sustain our Environment’ under the theme
of ‘Land, Coast and Marine Environment including …developing our natural assets’.
The development and promotion of the region’s coastal natural assets is hindered by the
presence of marine/coastal litter in historic litter sinks. Natural Environment Tourism
features as an aspiration within the LDS with a coastal path being highlighted. This project has
successfully gathered information on addressing the issue of marine / coastal litter. SFP
intends to use the knowledge to help move towards the aspiration of 200 miles of cleaner
coast in Dumfries and Galloway.

Marketing
Much of the promotion of the project was carried out through word of mouth, particularly at
meetings and public engagement events. Social media posts were made about the visits with
Facebook posts reaching an audience of over 500 people. Solway Firth Partnership newsletters
and Tidelines Magazine have reported on
the visits. Additionally, presentations have
been given at the SFP Annual General
meeting and to the Dumfries and Galloway
Council hosted Community Environment
Action Group.

Lessons Learnt
This was a highly successful project and
we were able to incorporate a diverse
group of interested individuals visiting
some inspirational projects. Although the
expectations for all three visits were
similar each of them turned out to be very
different learning experiences. It was
useful to see projects at diverse stages of
development and scale with different
levels of Central and Local Authority
support. This further enhanced the value
of each visit. In future projects of this
nature it would have been useful to spend
a greater length of time in each area to
meet more individuals and see their work
in practice. Furthermore, the timing of the
project was hampered by carrying out the
organisation when many of those involved
had taken extended holidays.
The specific outcomes from each of the
visits are highlighted in the individual
reports (Appendices 1-3)

SE Coast of Ireland

Sustainability / Exit Strategy
The Project has highlighted the benefits of shared experiences, strengthened partnerships
with other organisations with similar issues and increased knowledge of the people
undertaking the trips. The new networks established will encourage collaboration across
countries with a common problem and will be a catalyst for developing useful dialogues that
will continue beyond the timescale of the cooperation project.
Solway Firth Partnership staff have also acquired new skills and knowledge that will benefit
the organisation when sourcing and applying for future project funding.
The project is now being mainstreamed with SFP seeking to run a marine litter project in the
near future. The information gathered during the Solway Coast is Clear Project has been used
to advance this aspiration. The results of this project have also been presented at various
online events. The lessons learnt will be of particular interest to all of the groups who
participated in the project

West Coast Beach, Isle of Man

Appendix 1:

Balnakeil Bay, Durness

Visit to Durness, Sutherland,
Scotland
Nic Coombey, Solway Firth Partnership (Project Officer)
Morag Walker, Solway Firth Partnership (Projects Assistant)
Dru Hatcher, ONUS (Volunteer)
Keith Walker, Friends of the Earth Dumfries (Volunteer)
Leonie Lepple, Glasgow University (BSc Student)

Background to Durness Visit on 14 to 16 November 2019

Examining the beach litter from Balnakeil Bay

Plastic@Bay is a small community-interest company, based in Durness, at the very NW point
of the Scottish mainland. The project was co-founded by Julien Moreau and Joan Darcy, who
run the project along with the company director.
They are currently reducing the impact of plastic pollution on their local environment by
removing plastic debris from local beaches. They have developed ‘The Plastic Lab’ a workshop
where they test innovative ways to recycle and reuse marine plastic, as well as highlighting the
circular economy and the problems of marine plastic to visitors.
They received 100% funding from SSE Highland Sustainable Development Fund; to employ a
Plastic Ranger to actively patrol the local beaches actively cleaning and surveying plastic
pollution, and to build the Marine Plastic Recycling Centre, ‘The Plastic Lab’ at Balnakeil Craft
Village. The SSE Scottish Hydro-Electric Community Trust contributed 75% of a three-phase
electrical connection to the workshop.
Julien and Joan both come from an academic background in geosciences and carry out research
on plastic flux and stock based on the shore pollution that they find, as well as modelling marine
plastic pollution in NW Scotland.
Thanks to Julien, Joan and Scott for hosting our visit.

Beach Clean
Beach Clean at Balnakeil Bay with Julien and Scott, the Plastic Ranger.
After meeting the Plastic@Bay team, we were taken out to Balnakeil Bay to take part in a Beach
Clean. We were able to compare the differences between the beach litter which they experienced
with that found on the Solway.
• This is the bay where most of the work carried out
by Plastic@Bay is focussed, although the Plastic
Ranger does cover some other local beaches
around Durness and beach cleans at other sites are
organised with volunteers on set days.
• However, this is very small scale when we consider
the extent of the Solway.
• One of the first projects they undertook was to
provide a beach clean bin for marine sourced
plastic. Although this is a useful tool to help raise
awareness, collect data and get people involved it
has also proved problematical as it has been used
for dumping rubbish out of cars, dog poo bags and
other non-beach plastic waste. This is despite
rubbish bins for that purpose in the local car park.
• The beach was also cleaned at least once every
week with the help of locals and tourists. We
witnessed several locals picking up plastic and
using the plastic bin whilst we were out. It was
obvious that locals were proud of their clean
The beach bin at Balnakeil
beaches and happy to get involved with the beach cleaning.
• Funding over the last two years has provided a Plastics Ranger, thus there is someone out
on the beach all the time cleaning, recording and checking. This would not be sustainable
over a larger area, but could be useful in one or two areas with the aim of gathering
information on a regular basis.

Julien and Scott with the electric quad and some of
the participants

• Julien pointed out various
features of the bay and how he
used knowledge of the area to
determine where the best places to
concentrate the search for plastic
would be.
• They had 75% funding from the
Fisheries Local Action Group
(FLAG) for an electric quad bike
and trailer for a ranger. This was
a great resource allowing a
greater area to be covered and
larger and heavier items to be
easily removed from the bay.

Plastic Lab, Plastic@Bay
Demonstration of the way data is collected, and the plastic is processed.

Plastic cleaning bins
Julien and Joan went through the process of sorting, weighing and recording the plastic we
found during the beach clean. This would be added to their ongoing record of all the plastic
types recovered from Balnakeil Bay. The plastic was put into various wooden boxes where it
was left to be washed by rainwater.

Some of the sorted plastic

• The information provided by the sorting and
weighing of the plastics provided useful and robust
data for applying for funding and explaining why
there was a problem. For example, they were able
to supply detailed information to the MOD about
the percentage of pollution that originated from
military exercises and this has led to discussions
about how this could be reduced.
• Although this is a low cost and efficient way of
cleaning the plastic, some of the locals and visitors
that we talked to were unhappy about how untidy
and unwelcoming it looked. Any similar project
would have to take this into account in the design
and location of the projects.
• After sorting, only plastics of certain types could
be processed. Also, if they were uncertain of the
type of plastic or if it was a mix of different types,
they were unable to use it. This plastic simply had
to be sent to landfill. For example, of 8.8kg of
plastic collected only approximately 2kg was of
useable type and quality.

Once the plastic was cleaned and sorted by type and colour the plastic was taken inside
to be chipped. They use a commercial chipper which they had bought second hand.
Each colour is chipped separately and stored to be used in creative projects. They have
adapted a domestic oven to make a compression oven which can be used to create a
range of clocks and tiles and have an extruder with a variety of injection moulds.
•

•

•

•

The plastics used were HDPE, polypropylene and polystyrene.
They have also been investigating products made from fishing
rope.
Health and safety are very important for these processes and it is
important that temperature is carefully controlled so that toxic
fumes are not produced. The lab has industrial air extractors to
produce negative pressure to remove any fumes from the melting
plastic.
Again, there was concern from locals that they could smell the
fumes from the melting plastic outside the buildings. We were
assured that these were not a health issue. However, any similar
project would have to highlight the safety to both neighbours and
those visiting the project.
It would also have to be made clear that the plastic was not simply
being burnt and a life cycle analysis considered, and the benefits
of the circular economy promoted.
The shredder

•

Shredded HDPE

A variety of products are for sale
both on site and online. These
only use a tiny fraction of the
plastic collected. Unfortunately,
this does not provide a viable
way to deal with large quantities
of beach plastic. It does,
however, provide an excellent
way of highlighting the issues.
• It was felt that if a similar
project was to be repeated on
the Solway, care and attention
would have to go into the design
and the display of products, as
well as considering what the
market for them would actually
be.

Funding and Research
The Plastic@Bay team discussed setting up the project, their research and future plans
The main funding for the project has come from grants from the energy company, SSE and
European Funding through the local FLAG. The project is kept going by donations, sales of craft
goods.
• Funding from other sources that was being
investigated included: Crowd funding, various
conservation societies (including John Muir Trust,
Marine Conservation Society, and Geopark),
various recycling and sustainability grants and the
Scottish Government Pollution Sinks Fund
(administered through Zero Waste Scotland).
• The equipment used was based on the designs of
Precious Plastic (preciousplastic.com). However,
those used were designed by Julien to make use of
second-hand equipment. In order to replicate this
project, the expenses would either be much higher
or someone with excellent technical skills would be
needed.
Making a clock with shredded
beach plastic
Julien and Joan have used the data they have collected to come up with a variety of models and
data driven solutions to help improve their efficiency at collection, provide information to lobby
for change and to help with funding applications. They have a wealth of useful information on
their website (www.plastic@bay.org/category/resource). They have also undertaken extensive
modelling 0f plastic flux and stock which they are able to ground truth based on the shore
pollution that they find; details can be found at www.plasticatbay.org/2019/09/20/numericalmodels-and-plastic-pollution-report-16-september-2019/?v=79cba1185463.
The centre is based within a craft park, with units selling different craft products. This affords
an excellent opportunity to get over the message about the problem of ocean plastic to visitors
to the area. The Plastic labs unit has a small selection of plastic free goods for sale as well as the
products they make on site from the recycled beach plastic. They also have a small display of
some of their interesting finds. There are boards which are updated regularly with totals of the
weight of beach plastic collected locally. They also have various displays explaining about how
to determine the different plastic, and the detrimental effects it can have.
•

It was felt that any similar project on the Solway could expand the idea of a museum
of finds further and have greater interpretation of the data gathered. Any products
made should be designed by local crafts people.

The Way Forward
Additional discussion points for a similar project in the Solway highlighted by those visiting

All those visiting Plastic@Bay deliberated on the implications for a way forward in Dumfries
and Galloway. We discovered the value of a scientific approach to measure the problem of
plastic pollution. Armed with this evidence it could be possible to generate support to clean
beaches and recycle plastic to bring it back into the circular economy. The use of this
empirical data would be very useful but the scale of how this was gathered would have to be
carefully considered. As with all the projects visited, the enthusiasm of those involved was
key to the success of the project.
The following additional discussion points were raised:
• We have a huge coastline and would need collaboration/support with beach clean
groups.
• There is a huge enthusiasm for beach cleaning at the moment that can be tapped into.
• Working with local companies to offer volunteer days, practical experience and advice.
• Working with a network with local farmers and landowners, including the MOD, to
access areas, considering innovative ideas such as 'rental' arrangement for use of
tractors/trailers.
• Engaging with local council for support with collection of material that cannot be
recycled.
• Work with Solway Recycling/RPC bpirecycling or other recycling companies to try and
reduce their end cost and understand the plastics and processes (such as cleaning)
they can use.
• Is there scope for repurposing or making other items without heating plastic such as
door mats made using old fishing rope?
• Work with existing Arts and Craft specialists in the area to come up with designs for
the re-use of plastics. Perhaps running a competition during Spring Fling,
Kirkcudbright Arts and Crafts Trail, etc.
• Source premises to collect beach cleaned waste for sorting, including some for
redistribution eg fish boxes or craft resources.
• Local events, village shops, craft shops etc for sale of craft items.
• Consideration of a coastal based site to promote the project or set up a workshop.

Durness

Thanks again to all at Plastic@Bay for an informative visit and fascinating workshop.

Appendix 2:

Exploring Dublin after our meeting

Visit to Clean Coasts Programme,
Dublin 23 to 25 January 2020
Morag Walker, Solway Firth Partnership (Projects Assistant)
Kerry Monteith, O N US South West Scotland (Volunteer)
Gordon Walker, Napier University (MSc Student)

Background to Clean Coasts
Clean Coasts is based in Dublin but covers the entire coast of Ireland (Éire). They are based in
the Environmental Education Unit which was set up in 1993 to administer all International
Education programs (Foundation for Environmental Education) and National Programs
including Clean Coasts. Each project must find funding for its own staff and space in the
offices.
Sinead McCoy (Coastal Communities Manager) and Richard Curtin (Clean Coasts Officer for
Dublin) kindly gave up their time to provide information on their projects, their campaigns
and events.
Clean Coasts was started 15 years ago and now employs a Coastal Communities Manager, an
Awards Manager, a Campaigns officer, a Communications Officer and eight Clean Coasts
Officers. Most of these posts are part time and are the equivalent of 6 full time positions. They
fulfil a range of duties from acting as contacts for local groups, organising events, publishing
a website and social media. The Clean Coast Officers live and work in the area that they
represent.
Initially the project started with 20 groups. After 10 years this had grown to 465 and now there
are 1,200 groups on their database. Some of these are more active than others. There are
between 5 and 120 members in each of the groups.
Although the focus is on beach cleans Clean Coasts try to incorporate an educational aspect
to all of their work, events and publicity.

SE Coast of Ireland (from a previous visit)

Funding
This was initially a 2-year project with Interreg (European) funding. By showing the success of the
project, funding was received from the Irish Government and this has continued. Showing success to
Government and having individuals champion their case has been key to the core funding.
• The Government Department (Dept Housing, Planning and Local Government)
providing the funding is probably the equivalent of Marine Scotland. However, the
Department name has changed over the years.
For the past 9 years funding has also been provided by Fàilte Ireland.
• The equivalent of Visit Scotland
On top of this corporate sponsorship and funding has allowed for an expansion of the project.
Additional projects and events also have corporate sponsors.
Until recently their main event was sponsored by Coca-Cola. Current sponsors can be found
on their website (https://cleancoasts.org/). They are now looking for additional sponsors
ensuring that there is no potential for using the project for “greenwashing”. Currently all the
groups are being asked their views on appropriate sponsorship.

Clean Coast Groups
All members of the community are encouraged to participate in the Clean Coasts Programme through
the formation of a group to become guardians of their local stretch of coastline. There is no set
structure to the groups and each Clean Coasts group formulates their own aims, objectives and
activities to clean up and protect their adopted stretch of coastline. The local Clean Coast officer will
provide support.
• Types of Clean Coasts groups include Schools, Residents Associations, Sports Clubs,
Universities, Youth groups, Tourist attractions, Businesses, Individuals etc.
• On the whole Communities take ownership of their own beaches. However, those
living in the city or other interested groups can adopt more isolated beaches that they
are willing to travel to. In these cases, they contact landowners and any other locals
who might be interested with the help of the officers.
• When adopting the beach, the website asks for both reason for getting involved and
the location – officers must be careful to avoid duplication especially where different
names are used for the same place. In this case the new group can be put in touch with
the existing group or depending on the reason for their interest could be directed to an
area with no current group.

HOW THIS WORKS IN PRACTICE
Groups register using an online form (www.cleancoasts.org/register-now/). The Development Officer
then contacts the group to find out their needs and invite them to a roadshow.
Public liability insurance is provided for all groups that register, through the organisation’s own
insurance policy.
They are given information and advice on what they can do and ways to get involved. Care is
taken not to push any particular agenda. The running of the group and the direction it takes
is up to the individuals involved. Before giving out kit or resources officers will have a
conversation with the person wanting to start the group to ensure they are aware of what it
entails.
At the first beach clean the officer will provide kits and help with the first health and safety briefing.
• Kits include Health and Safety check lists, litter pickers, gloves, bags, high vis vests,
and risk assessments to be completed by the groups. Groups are responsible for
requesting any kit or top ups that they need. Depending on the group they may have
all their own kit, may request kit for litter picks or request top ups of certain items.
This is all dependent on how active the group is and what facilities they have for
storage. This will be agreed with the local officer.
• Some groups have their own quad bikes (bought with grants) – in some cases with very
active groups this has proved very useful. However, others have been unable to find
the money for insurance and maintenance. All the practicalities of this including the
sustainability of its use would have to be considered.
Groups then take ownership of their beach.
• The groups are responsible for organising any permissions needed and contacting the
relevant local authority to pick up the rubbish after the clean. They must do this well
in advance so the relevant organization can be made. They are also responsible for
informing new members of the health and safety requirements.
• Tickets can be -requested to take rubbish to local bring centres. There are no issues
with groups transporting the waste they have collected. Any issues with this locally in
D&G may be resolved by speaking to Kerry Monteith (DGC Ward Officer) who can
provide the relevant contacts to sort this.
The officers keep in regular contact with groups.
• They work “smart” to provide the best support. After initial sessions with a group they
do not take part in beach cleans but provide information and practical help when
needed. Groups are encouraged and supported to become sustainable so they will keep
going even if funding is lost. Staff do not take out one-off groups other than corporate
groups who are paying. Individual enquiries and one-off groups are directed to the
nearest volunteer group. A wide variety of initiatives are offered to and discussed with
established groups to keep volunteers interested.
• Officers both live and are based in the locality so that groups can reach them easily,
build trust, and be aware of local issues.

Innovative Ideas
•

Roadshows (Outreach on a small scale)
• annually 2 or 3 are held per County- expect 10 to 15 members of the public to visit (but
can be as low as 5)
• invites are given to local clean coast groups and others who might be interested
including wildlife groups, local fishermen, youth groups, sports clubs, etc.
• examples of workshops have included:
o

Bird watching

o

Seaweed ID

o

Yoga on the Beach

o

Games/Sport (GAA, rugby, etc.)

o

Problem solving

o

Mental Health Awareness

o

Talks and guest speakers e.g. on plastics and climate change

o

How to write Funding Applications and information sessions on Grants

o

Marram Grass planting

•

Big Spring Clean and Clean Coast Weekend
• an annual survey is carried out during these events by as many groups as possible
using international marine litter cards.

•

Campaigns (can be found on website)
• examples have included:

•
•
•
•
•

•

o

Clean flush

o

Think Before you flush

o

Beat the Microbead

o

#2min Beach Clean and #2min Street Clean

great format for making links and having fun.
can link to other events and activities.
people talk about it and it can give a positive message of do your best and small
solutions for a big problem.
simple to carry out without needing huge resources.
good engagement on social media and website.

Linking with existing events and where possible carrying out 2 min beach cleans
• examples have included:
o

Surfing events

o

Festivals

o

Sandcastle event

o

Community events

o

Galas

o

Heritage events

o

Other learning events

•

Community Clean-up Day (eg Dublin)
• joining forces with other groups covering a whole area, bringing all stakeholders
together on one day.
• an inventory of existing groups and events was the first step, followed up by good
communication between groups to ensure all groups needs were being met and no toes
stood on!
• joint publicity – a “Call to Action”.
• increased awareness.
• having a regular date also helps with this.
• Source to Sea message.

Recycling / Circular Economy
The waste collected is dealt with by the relevant local authorities.
• Various attempts have been made to do more with recycling butthey have been
unsuccessful or would need more staff time to investigate.
• Terracycle(www.terracycle.com/en-GB/brigades/beach-plastic-programme)
had
looked hopeful but were very specific in their requirements. Initially promised big but
not much has resulted.
• Recovery schemes for fishing gear programs are run in harbours but are not part of
this project.
• Currently working with Shabra (www.shabra.com ) , a recycling plastics company who
provide all the branded waste sacks for beach cleans. They will hopefully be looking
into working more with them in the future.
Bags for different types of litter were provided, but groups have found them difficult to use.

Social media and Website
All the work is carried out by their own staff. Social media is starting to grow.
• They feel more staff time is needed for both social media and the website and are
looking at ways of this being more up to date and professional.
The website is used for groups to sign up to adopt a beach.
• Both the website and social media are seen as tools for education and to provide
resources rather than providing information on specific beach cleans. Aim to give top
tips and provide positive messages.
Calendarised events are used as far as possible and added to the website.

Seals on the SE Coast of Ireland (from a previous visit)

Corporates
CORPORATE GROUPS AND VOLUNTEERS
These are one off events with a range of corporate groups. Events have included both beach cleans and
workshops. Additionally, pro-bono work has been used to help develop projects.
• On the whole outdoor events have proved much more popular. All events are
combined with some education on the environment. All overheads must be
considered when asking for funding for any project.

CORPORATE BEACH CLEAN EVENTS
These events are usually 3 hrs but are adapted to needs of individual groups. These are all fully funded
by the groups taking part.
• This includes all time to plan, co-ordinate and facilitate the events including office
costs and staff time. All extras are covered by the costs. Often the groups organise
their own transport and meals, but this could be added to costs along with
accommodation. Additional fees are added, and these are ringfenced in a fund to give
grants to the beach cleaning groups for resources etc.
• Beaches with existing groups are usually avoided and these groups used to clean up
blackspots.
• This general format has been found to be the most effective.
o

Brief including health and safety

o

Kit given out

o

Map of area discussed, and information of notable points

o

Background / understanding

o

45min beach clean

o

Biodiversity game

o

Second beach clean

o

Sort and record

o

Compare to national finds

o

Photos

o

Further educational game

o

Sum up

CORPORATE FUNDED EVENTS / DEVELOPMENT WORKSHOPS
•

examples have included:
o

Social Media

o

How to do funding applications

o

Ideas of best practice

o

Promotion

o

Source to Sea message

o

Here to help / working together

CORPORATE FUNDING AND PARTNERS
A range of corporate funders are now in place. Future partners can find out more information on the
web site. Media partners are particularly useful for promotion of events.

Other projects tied into Clean Coasts
LOVE YOUR COAST
This is a highly successful photography competition run annually. This has given excellent publicity
for all of the projects and a way to reach out to smaller corporate sponsors.
• The
rules
can
be
found
online
(www.
cleancoasts.org/wpcontent/uploads/2019/07/Love-Your-Coast-Ts_Cs-2019.pdf ). Each category has a
corporate sponsor covering the prize and a share of the project costs and production
of the resulting calendar. An award ceremony is held where all costs are covered by
corporate sponsorship. The images and background information can be seen here:
www.cleancoasts.org/our-initiatives/love-your-coast-photography/

OCEAN HEROES
This is an award to recognise those already in the network and recognise their commitment to it.

GREEN COAST AWARD
This is an International award which gives more established groups something to work towards.
• It involves the group drawing up a management plan and showing community
involvement. However, it can only be awarded to beaches that have good water
quality. Keep Wales Tidy also ran this award until recently. In Northern Ireland, the
Seaside award is also run by Keep Northern Ireland Beautiful. Their website has a list
of various coastal awards (www.keepnorthernirelandbeautiful.org). They also run
Live here Love here which amalgamates a range of similar projects and has an
excellent website with lots of great resources and ideas at www.liveherelovehere.org

Other Information
BINS ON BEACHES
Clean Coasts are not recommending these to their groups.
• Although they are easy to get funding for problems have arisen regarding who is
responsible for them; both in terms of maintenance and emptying. They have also led
to an increase in littering in the surrounding area. A few local authorities have been
willing to adopt them and undertake emptying but most are not interested.

BRANDING
This has proved highly successful with groups, public and corporate funders.

•

o

Waste bags

o

High vis vests

o

Waterproofs and other protective wear

o All information
It helps raise awareness, makes it clear that rubbish collected has come from beach
cleans, gives an identity to groups, can be sponsored to pay for items used, can have
competition for logos etc. Branded bags also ensured that it was obvious that the
bags had not been fly tipped but were waiting to be picked up.

LITTER PICKING BOARDS
Currently, these have not been left on site. There have been a range of pros and cons and they have
been looking at developing different designs. If we are interested, we can get in touch about any
specific design and their use.

Discussion Points
Within both Dumfries and Galloway and Scotland, O N US Beach cleaning group was able to find very
little support for beach cleaning groups, although there was plenty online advice and guidance, it
would be useful to encourage and grow the number of groups/volunteers by offering a higher level of
support. The following support would be /have been helpful:
• Group set up
• Guidance/insurance /Risk Assessment
• Liaising with Local Authorities
• Sign posting
• Marketing/Promotion/Webpage access/Help setting up website
• Face-to-face support
Regionally it would be good to look together at how SFP, other organisations and beach cleaning
groups can support ideas such as Corporate Volunteer days, Call for Action Days, National/Regional
Campaigns, Outdoor Events and Health & Well-being Activities. Community Clean-up days could
prove an idea for some of the towns in D& G and could be discussed with Street Scene to see if we
could co-operate with them in some way. Local companies may provide paid days for volunteering – a
framework for individuals to volunteer with existing groups, or on set volunteer days could be set up.
It would also be useful to link with beach cleaning groups to help support and promote further work
around our coast such as looking after coastal paths, surveying, protection work and education.
Ways of involving young people more was discussed along with potential input from young farmers,
sports clubs and students. These along with corporate groups could be very useful in cleaning hard to
reach areas. Involving other groups in problem solving ways of rubbish removal from different areas
could also be useful. This could be corporate groups, but university groups and the armed forces as
well as local youth groups were also considered worth exploring.
Additional support could involve helping groups with grant applications, as well as providing
information on different funds which could be applied for.
In particular, it was felt that the following learning? had particular relevance to O N US and other
established beach cleaning groups:
• Call to Action /Clean up Days
• Regular Dates
• Improved marketing/Promotion
• Key influencers

Exploring Dublin after our
meeting

Thanks again to Sinead McCoy (Coastal Communities Manager) and Richard Curtin (Clean Coasts
Officer for Dublin) for hosting us and providing a wealth of useful information.

Appendix 3:

Douglas, Isle of Man

Visit to Isle of Man 3 to 6 March
2020
Nic Coombey, Solway Firth Partnership (Project Officer)
Morag Walker, Solway Firth Partnership (Projects Assistant)
Georgina Reid, Solway Firth Partnership (SMILE Project Officer)
Gordon Walker, Napier University (MSc Student)

Background to Isle of Man Visits

Clean beaches on the Isle of Man
The Isle of Man (IoM) has been exceptional in the creation of rubbish free beaches. They have
been recognised as having the cleanest beaches in Europe. This has been reported in many
media and social media articles. A varied itinerary was organised to examine how they achieved
this at a government, local authority, NGO, and community level.
Particular thanks to Dr Richard Selman, Ecosystems Policy Manager, Department of
Environment, Food and Agriculture (DEFA) who co-ordinated and contributed to all the
meetings and visits. Also, to the hospitality shown by Mr Boot (the Minister), Mr Perkins
(Member of the House of Keys), Mr Lole (the Chief Executive) and the staff of DEFA for hosting
our visit.

Participants with Mr Boot and Mr Perkins

Beach Buddies
Presentation given by Bill Dale founder of Beach Buddies.
This is a local community group, set up in 2006 by Bill Dale B.E.M who has a background in
journalism and was the editor for local newspapers. It has grown organically and after a slow
start now has a huge impact over the whole island. He sees it as a collective movement borne
out of the need to do something about improving the local environment.
• Beach Cleans take place at different locations every Sunday, lasting about 90min with
the Beach Buddies Volunteers. Additional sessions are run for local schools. The
resultant rubbish is sorted for recycling and taken to the relevant recycling centres.
Material not diverted to recycling streams goes to the Energy from Waste Plant.
• 40 Bins from Beach Buddies have been placed on beaches around the Isle of Man
(since being put out in 2013 only 3 have been damaged). The waste from these bins
was initially sorted for recycling by the Beach Buddies Volunteers but the local waste
disposal truck now empties the bins. These are sponsored by local companies (£500
annually per bin). These are not ring-fenced funds allowing greater options in its best
use.
• Grants are received from DEFA of £30,000 annually, but Beach Buddies is still a small
organisation with one part time member of staff and most of the management driven
by Bill as a volunteer.
• Although slow to start there are now over 15,000 Beach Buddy volunteers, this was
particularly helped by social media and work in schools.
• Work with schools is seen as the most important work, with kids educating their
parents and changing behaviours themselves and within their family and homes.
Families are now taking part in Sunday sessions and helping with funding after their
children were involved at school.
• Presentations are given by volunteers to many
different groups on the Island. Before and after
photographs are really effective for demonstrating
the difference that can be made. These are used to
tell people how to get involved as well as trying to
change attitudes about the impact of single use
plastic and littering.
• The name Beach Buddies has proved really useful
at raising awareness and providing an identity to
those involved. They are hoping this will be used
for groups further afield (eg RLNI initiative). We
are free to use the name should we wish. They are
also happy to come over for a visit.
• Some groups are now doing beach cleans on their
own rather than specific ones organised by Beach
Buddies. They are asked to register with Beach
Buddies and basic equipment, advice, public
liability insurance, risk assessments and Health
and Safety information is provided. They are asked
to provide before and after photographs and a
record of how many bags are collected.
Exploring more clean beaches at Peel, IoM

•

Use media effectively – always
give a positive story. Use of
narrative to sell the message
e.g. giant elk bone, message in
bottle, ducks. Worked with
media promoters to get
stories told more widely e.g.
National Geographic. Never
blame anyone for the rubbish.
This is also useful for
recognition and thanking the
volunteers for what they are
doing – very important for
retention of volunteers.
•
Keep a record of what is
found – using an estimate for bags of 300 items per bag for smaller items – statistics
very useful for justifying what is done, seeing how things are improving and telling a
story.
• OSPAR recording, where every item is individually counted is carried out on 4 beaches
(4 times per year).
• Looking to see further improvements over the next 2 years once all the sewage outfalls
have been closed.
• Making sure there is something for all age ranges.
• Tie in with other groups to help e.g. coastguards on ropes, kayak group helping move
items onto RIBs.
• RLNI exercises are used to remove rubbish from inaccessible areas.
• The issue of recycling old nets was discussed, Beach Buddies have repurposed them
in some schools’ projects, but otherwise they get added to the waste going into the
mix for the Energy from Waste Plant.
Beach Buddies has co-ordinated and tied in with other initiatives including:
• 3POP (Picking up 3 pieces of plastic and posting on social media).
• Beach Buddies Facebook Page.
• Other Social media set up by different generations in the group.
• DEFA has promoted Fishing for Litter (recently relaunched) (KIMO) – have been
coming up with new ideas to engage people with this and now doing combined school
events with local fishermen showing what has been caught in nets.
They provide Health and Safety information at the start of each session and all volunteers at
beach cleans are covered by their Public Liability Insurance.
• This is organised centrally to cover all groups cleaning under the banner of Beach
Buddies. So long as they inform Beach Buddies prior to the event then they are
covered.
Work with schools has been one of the most important ways of taking the project forward.
• Structured sessions at schools given by Beach Buddies volunteers look at how the
rubbish gets onto the beach, and the sources of the problem. The message is kept
simple. This is followed up by a beach clean. Schools are given litter pickers. This is
run in co-operation with the Isle of Man Government Department of Education &
Children. It has been found that using the competitive nature of children increases
the debris collected.

Partnership working / Relationship built with Government particularly useful
• Working with fast food outlets to reduce plastic waste and encouraging use of
biodegradable packaging.
• Events with other charities.
• Corporate Events.
• RLNI testing a new project in the IoM and Channel Islands to be rolled out across UK
coast with sponsorship from Coca Cola and/ or Google. A trial is to start next month.
• Community and Government working together; with teamwork between Beach
Buddies and schools, companies, government, communities and charities.
• Funding from various influential local businesses has helped support the project.

Western Civic Amenity Site
Tour of site from Mike Rose, Manager
This is one of several Civic Amenity Sites on the Island. We were joined by Jamie Amoedo
from Plastic Busters, a new organisation looking to remove plastic waste from the whole of
the Isle of Man.
• The Western Civic Amenity site is seen as an
example of best practice, and Mike Rose has
championed many initiatives to improve the
recycling rate in the area.
• Through careful management of his budget,
and innovative approach, he is able to
separate a wide variety of materials and
resources, for recycling and reuse. Many of
the reusable items such as books are available
free of charge to those using the site. Items
free for reuse are in a structure on site,
affectionately known to locals as the ‘Harrods
Western Civic Amenity Site
of IoM’.

Mobile Classroom designed by Mike Rose
and his team

• He has designed, built and resourced a
schools’ initiative where a mobile
classroom in a trailer is taken to
schools relating recycling and reuse to
various aspects of the curriculum.
• Residents like the approach of the
Western Civic Amenity Site and drive
past other recycling centres to use this
one.
• Plastic Busters are building on the
success of Beach Buddies to roll out
various solutions to creating a litter
free island, collecting and minimising
litter in the terrestrial environment
before it reaches the coast. This
includes involving businesses to

provide finance, manpower
professional support.

and

Biosphere, Plastic Plans Sustainability and the Circular Economy
Discussion with Jo Overty – DEFA Biosphere, Rowan Henthorn – DEFA plastics
A wide-ranging discussion was held. The following are some of the key takeaways:
Success of refill project
• A Plastic Plan was produced by government to help reduce plastic use. – this has been
especially successful with things such as catering, coffee cups, plastic free work
spaces etc.
• Recently each department in Government has identified a sustainability champion.
This has had a very successful start. But audit of each dept very complicated.
• OSPAR data has been analysed for a plastics strategy, which has been developed for
the Isle of Man, “Single use plastic reduction plan for the Isle of Man Community”.
• A climate change bill is to go through the IoM Parliament, Tynwald this year.
• When considering sustainability care is being taken not to simply change one
problem into another. They are considering bringing out simple guides for best
practice to back up a one stop guide to sustainability.
• Scouts and Guides in IoM have introduced a Biosphere badge.
• They are working with businesses to celebrate those who have already made positive
changes rather than point out those who have not reduced single use plastics. They
are currently looking at options such as plaques etc for businesses to show this.
• The Irish Sea Centre is currently under development to provide a holistic approach to
the whole area regarding research and co-operation. Contact – Dr Roger Pullin at;
info@irishseacentre.org
Fishing for Litter was discussed further. Reusable litter sacks have been redesigned and
given out (Contact Annabel Bentley for further details on KIMO).
•

•
•
•

Over half the fishing fleet has now been signed up. This has been helped by the very
positive press coverage the scheme has received. Stories of what has been found and
from where provide an excellent narrative.
It is all organised through the harbour offices.
Schools have been paired to particular individuals in the scheme and resource packs
have been made available to them.
Litter collected is used in schools

Visit to Energy from Waste Plant
Tour of plant and discussion with Jon Garrad, EfW Plant Manager, Suez. Followed by
discussion with Neil Gray –DEFA Waste Regulation
We were given a highly informative tour of the Energy from Waste Plant. This is used to
divert the waste that cannot be recycled and previously would have been sent to landfill.
•

The Energy from Waste Plant generates up to
4MW of power saving the equivalent use from
diesel generators. Whilst this is a fairly small
amount of power, only amounting to around
1/10th of the island's energy needs it provides
them with great utility preventing the need for
any large-scale landfill sites on the island. For
comparison each wind turbine at the Robin
Rigg Offshore Wind Farm in the Solway is
3MW and the farm, as a whole, has a capacity
of 174MW.

Waste compartment prior to incineration in the
Energy from Waste Plant

Problems with the system were highlighted by Neil Gray.
These included:
• The inability to deal with contaminated
soil from spills from oil tanks, tree stumps,
solvents, plasterboard and fibre glass.
• How to deal with the leachate at the
bottom of the tank.
• Using waste oil to increase calorific value
(Having to use it?).
• Issues with the ash produced being a
hazardous waste.
• Scale of the operation for the incineration
Finding out about the Energy from
of medical waste.
Waste Plant from Jon Garrard

Electricity supply, waste from energy and renewable energy
Discussion with Dr Ken Milne – DEFA Director of Energy Policy
The pros and cons of the Energy from Waste Plant were discussed and the current situation
regarding renewables on the Isle of Man and their future objectives were discussed.
•

•

•

•

•

Currently, the island does not have any renewable energy projects, except for a small
1MW hydro plant. Most of its energy needs are being met either using a combined cycle
gas turbine generator (CCGT) (87MW) or by importing energy from the UK by use of an
interconnector (a 40MW connector to the National grid) linked to the English grid
system.
However, despite this current lack of renewable energy within their grid system Dr Milne
remained confident that the island would be able to meet its stated goal of achieving 75%
renewable energy by 2035.
The path forward for their renewable energy sector seems to rely on the potential for a
few offshore wind farms, each of which could provide at least this amount of energy for
the local grid and would most likely be used to export the energy in the other direction
towards England.
The main issue around the installation of windfarms up to this point had been both
financial and political. Most large-scale renewable energy schemes in Europe are funded
through a Contract for Difference (CfD) scheme. These schemes have been hugely
successful across Europe by allowing governments to set an agreed price for energy with
the suppliers when the generation(?) is built, therefore removing risk for the companies
and investors in the site. However, IoM has not been able to access these schemes due to
legal agreements between the UK and the EU around finance and energy policy. They
hope and believe that they will now be eligible for some UK CfD schemes in the post Brexit
period.
There was also a level of concern about potential levels of grid instability (due to the
increase of renewables in the grid system). As a result, a number of energy storage
solutions had been investigated for use on the island. There were however no suitable
sites for pumped hydroelectric and there were no other technologies that are at a level of
development where they felt they were worth installing.
•

•

Windfarm in the Irish Sea

They are aware of both the ongoing general rising
demand for electricity, as well as a potentially
huge increase due to specific factors. As a small
island it is perhaps perfectly suited for the mass
deployment of electric vehicles (EVs) and as such
this could cause a huge jump in the electricity
requirements of the island. There is always
however the potential for the use of EVs as storage
within smart grid systems and it appeared that
this was a potential path forwards that was under
consideration.
However, not all the news concerning the islands
energy future was renewable focused; they were
also in discussions about the potential for oil and
gas exploration and extraction within their
waters and there was some level of hope about the
money that this could bring into the local
economy.

Discussion of Marine Planning
Discussion with Peter Duncan - marine biodiversity officer, sitting within DEFA Fisheries
(sustainable fishing, marine biodiversity)
A discussion was held around the relationship between SFP and EON renewables regarding
grants to community groups. Peter Duncan also gave the offer of taking part and speaking in
future SFP conferences.
The current position of fisheries, marine planning and cross border collaboration was briefly
reviewed providing the following useful information for the SFP Smile officer.
•

The fisheries are mostly crab, lobster, and whelk, along with scallops. There is a
consultation coming out this year on Pot Fishing.
• Integration of Fisheries and management plans:
o Exclusive fishing rights between 0-3nm with a 5-year fisheries strategy (2016 – 2021
o 2012 Fisheries management agreement with the UK from 3nm – 12nm and new
measures in 3-12nm must be consulted with the UK authorities
o No mobile fishing gear permitted in Marine Nature Reserves (MNRs
• Work with Manx Wildlife Trust (paid to record and report strandings).
• Intergovernmental - British/Irish Council (BIC:
o Works together, improving collaboration with the British Isles
o Environment is one of the areas the BIC collaboratively works on
• Graded sustainability and protection method:
o Highly protected /Medium protected /Low Protection
• MNRs – all re-designated in 2018:
o consistency across MNRs/ now protects species and habitats, previously some were
only fisheries management related – management plans will be developed for each
MNR.
o international commitments (10.8% of IoM’s waters are designated achieving the
Convention on Biological Diversity 2020 target).
• Co-management with fishermen -Ramsey Bay MNR (zoned MNR) fisheries
management zone.
o 2013 lease to manage Fisheries Management Zone in Ramsey Bay MNR granted to
Manx Fish Producers Organization while maintaining the health of the area, using
scientific data to manage the area, deciding fishing levels and closures - Introduced
a Total Allowable Catch, restricted fishing area to approx. 20% of total area, pulled
quotas minimizing fuel and making monitoring easier, fished when demand was
highest.
• Plan to create Isle of Man Fishermen’s Association with a Memorandum Of
Understanding between IMFA and
DEFA.
• Essentially abandoned Marine
Planning in originally intended
form.
• Primary legislation - Marine
Infrastructure Management Act
2016.
o Sustainable approach and a single
permitting system for large scale
developments.
o Push to create secondary
legislation, none right now.
Beach on West Coast, IoM

Evening Discussion
The Solway Firth Partnership team were joined in the evening by; Rowan Henthorn, DEFA
plastics; Richard Selman, Ecosystems Policy Manager; Richard Lole, the Chief Executive; and
Geoffrey Boot, the Minister for Environment, Food and Agriculture
A wide-ranging discussion was held on co-operation between the Solway and the
Isle of Man. It was agreed to keep up the excellent dialogue which had been
started. Further information on plastic roads and the SFP renewables framework
and conference were to be shared on our return.

General familiarisation
The following morning Richard Selman provided a tour of the island followed by a visit to the
museum in Douglas.
The morning tour highlighted some of the key areas relating to the governance of the island,
its history and the role of DEFA. There was an opportunity to visit some of the coastal areas
and discuss the issues relating to them. We were reminded to view the DEFA website as
many of the leaflets we discussed are available for download.
In the afternoon the team visited the museum in Douglas to get an overview of the island
and a chance to examine its interpretation material.

Peel Marina

Thanks again to all at DEFA with whom we hope to continue with this most productive
working relationship.

